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The meeting Has called to order at 10.45 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 31 TO 49 AND 121 (continued) 

GENERAL DEBATE 

~~· EN~ (Romania) (interpretation from French): In my statement today, 

I should like, on behalf of the Romanian delegation, to make a few preliminary 

comments on the second suecial session of the General Assembly devoted to 

disarmament and its preparation. 

As >Te have already stressed, preparations for the second special session 

-vrill" in our view, be the central event of concern to the United Nations in the 

disarmament field in 1981. In the present international circumstances, one 

senses more than ever before the need to provide a strong political impetus 

that will re·-establish the basis for active co-operation among States in order 

to solve the serious problems confronting mankind - the arms race and disarmament 

being among the most important. 

He must ensure the resumption and continuation of the policy of detente and 

co~operation. This requires the mobilization of all forces advocating ne-vr, democratic 

relations amon~ States and the ever more active commitment of those forces. Debates 

on the subject thus far have indicated the substantial contribution that a clear

sie;hted0 energetic disarmament policy - aimed, first and foremost, at nuclear 

disarmament - could make towards preventing a deterioration of the international 

situation and creating conditions in which all peoples could devote their efforts 

and resources to economic and social development. 

The first special session of the United Nations General Assembly devoted to 

disarmament provided such impetus. It marl;:ed an irnportant step in the neH approach 

to .-:_isarmament uroblems ~ it allovred thorough debate J vith the participation of 

all States it provided a more democratic framework for the solution of problems: 

and it strengthened the United Nations role and responsibility in the matter. 

Thus the special session created a new political climate which, had certain 

untoward events not occurred, would have held out the prospect of real progress 

towards cessation of the arms race and the achievement of disarmament. 
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The "F'inal Document of that session in unequivocal terms stresses that: 
II the special session marks not the end but rather the 

beginning of a new phase of the efforts of the United Nations in the 

field of disarmament.~~ (resolution S-10/2, para. 128) 

Disarmament proceeds by stages and each stage is characterized by specific 

conditions and priorities. In our opinion, the essential orientation of the 

second special session devoted to disarmament should be towards a restoration 

of confidence in the possibility of achieving disarmament and an encouragement of 

practical actions aimed at translating into reality the decisions and recommendations 

of the first session. 

He believe that this orientation should lead to the concrete objectives of 

the session and the ways and means of achieving them. The same orientation 

should inspire action 1-rith a view to preparing adequately for the session. 

The second session should, we believe, proceed to a collective evaluation, 

with the participation of all States, of the results obtained in disarmament 

negotiations, bearing in mind the objectives set forth in the Final Document 

adopted four years ago. 

An analysis of the period that has passed since the adoption of the Final 

Document shows that results have not been up to expectations and that there is 

an urgent need for contemporary society to put a stop to the arms race and 

ccchieve disarmament, first and foremost nuclear disarmament. The debates that 

take place at the special session will undoubtedly bring out this state of 

affairs, if the situation has not markedly improved between now and 1982. 

But we believe what is essential is not to pass judgement on the past but 

to hold debates leading to clear conclusions regarding ways and means of 

bringing about radical changes in the present situation. We have the 

necessary documents whose contents need to be reconfirmed, we have more 

democratic machinery for debates and negotiations and we have valuable experience 

and expertise on the international level. All that material should be brought 

together in such a way as to help to mobilize the political will of States and 

encourage the urgent adoption of concrete actions leading to practicnl results. 

The essential task is to equip ourselves with an understanding and with means of 

practical action that are more clearly defined. 
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Bearing those thoughts in mind, we believe that the special session should 

resolve the problem of integrating international efforts in the area of 

disarmament into a broader perspective, organizing and directing them with 

greater awareness so as to increase the effectiveness of disarmament 

negotiations and to speed them up. It is essential to co-ordinate and 

correlate partial and collateral measures within the framework of a programme 

providing the necessary perspective for the achievement of the final goal, that 

is, general and complete disarmament. 

The adoption of a global disarmament programme, which is being prepared, 

in the Committee on Disarmament at Geneva will constitute a primary goal of 

the special session. 

Thirdly, we believe that the session should give special attention to 

actions to encourage and mobilize the political will of States, to help them 

commit themselves to a course leading to the cessation of the arms race and 

to take practical disarmament measures, especially in the nuclear area. 

Although it comes within the sovereignty of each State, it is well known 

that political will is formed and affirmed to a very considerable extent in an 

international framework as part of a common effort to understand and harmonize 

the interests of all by means of free co-operation, based on respect for the 

principles and norms of international law which are the pillars of peace and 

security in the world. In this connexion, we believe that the special session 

can lay the foundatior1 for new forms of action which will contribute to the 

general effort to encourage the political will of States. 

In this regard, the first special session took a first positive step when 

it identified areas whose study and better understanding would help us to 

appreciate certain phenomena pertaining to disarmament in contemporary 

international life, and to identify actions and initiatives to promote 

disarmament. Among such areas are the relationships between disarmament 

and development and between disarmament and international security, the effects 

of nuclear weapons, confidence-building measures, regional disarmament, the 

question of the verification of disarmament agreements, and so on. 
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Studies that have been made on these subjects and are available to the 

special session provide ideas and suggestions for action which, if implemented, 

could be very useful for the creation of a political climate to promote 

progress on the path towards disarmament. The action to which those studies 

might give rise could contribute in a significant manner to the strengthening 

of confidence and the establishment of new relations among States, the 

elimination of force and the threat of force in international life, the 

settlement of disputes by peaceful means alone and the promotion of broader 

co-operation to solve the major problems confronting mankind. 

In this connexion, a more thorough understanding of the relationship 

between disarmament and development, oriented towards the formulation of 

policies would be of special value. Within a broad framework of far-reaching 

action to eliminate underdevelopment and establish a new international economic 

order, the reduction of military expenditures would offer a resource as yet 

untapped but which would be of unique importance. A freezing and reduction 

of military budgets would release enormous funds that could be used for the 

economic and social development of each nation and, first and foremost, of 

developing countries. That is why the affirmation of the problem of the freezing 

and reduction of military expenditures as one of the primary active concerns 

of the United Nations, together with action that will be recommended by the study 

on disarmament and development - which study must be completed in time for the 

second special session - could mark a new departure associating the disarmament 

process with the satisfaction of the economic and social needs of all countries. 

Such an approach might stimulate a broad international movement to curb the 

reprehensible waste of material and human resources. 
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1rJe also believe that the special Assembly session should for(!e ahead 

with the strengthening and the democratization of the deliberative and 

negotiating machinery for disarmament by increasing the effectiveness of 

that machinery and by streamlining the functions of the various bodies and 

speeding up their activities. 

The Disarmament Commission has given clear proof of its usefulness as 

a body for debate within the United Nations disarmament system. Its role and 

activities should be consolidated so as to make full use of the advantages 

offered by the participation of all States in its activities. Better use could 

be made of the Commission by strengthening its ties with other multilateral, 

regional and bilateral negotiating bodies. 

On the other hand the Committee on Disarmament, as a unique multilateral 

negotiating forum, must, to a greater extent, respect United Nations resolutions 

and commit itself to negotiations on substantive problems and carry out 

those negotiations at an accelerated pace. It should at the same time further 

develop and consolidate the democratic nature of its rules of procedure. He 

are thinking of measures to ensure the effective participation of all States 

members on an equal footing in all aspects of the Committee's activities, 

as well as of access by non-member countries to the work of the Committee. 

To reach a radical turning point in the work of disarmament we need 

not only appropriate deliberating negotiating machinery but also a single, 

well co-ordinated structure which would allow for an increase in the 

contribution of the United Nations, of its specialized agencies, of other 

govermnental or non-governmental organizations and of public opinion in 

general to the mobilization of disarmament efforts. The United Nations 

Centre for Disarmament and its subsidiary units should play an increasingly 

important role in that system. He are equally concerned with the activities 

of the new United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research, as well as 

with the definition and broadening of the functions of the United Nations 

Secretary-General's Advisory Board on Disarmament Studies. 

The second special session must take a ne·w step towards strengthening 

the role of the United Nations in the area of disarmament in keeping with its 

responsibilities under the Charter for the maintenance of international 

peace and security. 
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In this sphere, we consider that closer consideration must also be given 

to ways of approachin8 disarmament problems in the real context of their 

interdependence >vi th the other major problems of contemporary life. The 

declaration of the Second Disarmament Decade, together with the third United 

Nations development decade, will provide an appropriate frameworl~ for 

putting into practice, as we have already mentioned, some of the conclusions 

arising from the study of disarmament and development. By adopting such 

measures, the special Assembly session could open up ne1·r prospects for 

greater international awareness in favour of disarmament thus contributing 

to the economic and social progress of all countries, and especially of the 

developing countries. 

"He consider that during the preparatory process for the special Assembly 

session - which we believe should begin without delay - attention should be 

focused both on organizational matters and, above all, on substantive matters 

incl~ding the documents which are to be adopted. It is, of course, difficult 

to say here and nmv which documents should be adopted by the session and vrhat 

its decisions should consist of. Answers to these questions will emerge as 

preparations proceed, with the participation of all States. For such 

decisions to be authentically collective it is necessary that the Preparatory 

Committee be guided in all its activities by respect for democratic 

principles and practices and for it to ensure participation on a perfectly 

equal footing by all member States in its work. 

These same principles must prevail in all the bodies which, in one way 

or another, will be taking part at this time in the proper preparations for 

the special Assembly session. Aside from the Prepratory Committee we are 

thinking first of all of the United Nations Disarmament Commission and of 

the Geneva Disarmament Committee. In cases where the membership of those 

bodies is of a limited character, an essential condition will be for 

participation in their work to be guaranteed for all who wish to make a 

contribution. As far as we are concerned, I should like to reaffirm 

Romania's desire to take part in all preparations for the special Assembly 

session as a member of the Preparatory Committee. 
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Finally, preparatory activities should, as they did for the first 

special Assembly session, benefit from the invaluable expertise of the United 

j\Tations Centre for Disarmament, which for -chis purpose should receive the 

financial support it needs. 

In conclusion I should like to stress that the success of the special 

Assembly session will depend above all on the participation" in a constructive 

spirit, of all States concerned, both in the preparatory staGe and in the 

work of the session. It is our firm conviction that this task can only be 

carried out successfully with the joint and resolute effort of all States. 
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Mr. _BUR\rJit!_ (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) (in·teqJL"dation from Arabic): 

On behalf of the Libyan Arab delegation, I am pleased to express to the officers 

of the Committee and to you, Sir, our most sincere congratulations and our 

best wishes for success as you conduct the affairs of this Committee. I am sure 

you will bring to bear your experience and your great skill in conducting our 

deliberations. 

Here we are at the thirty-fifth session of the General Assembly. We note 

that the United Nations has since its creation made considerable efforts through 

the holding of various meetings and conferences, by the creation of numerous 

committees and by the adoption of a number of recommendations and resolutions 

to control armaments and to bring about disarmament. 

However, United Nations activities have not led to the attainment of the 

~oals and objectives of the international commun;ty. In fact, military 

expenditures have exceeded $500 billion and the number of those starving in the 

world is more than 400 million. The world continues to live in a state of tension, 

while the number of trouble-spots are increasing and certain circles are encouraging 

limited warfare in various parts of the world that will surely one day lead to 

a world war 1;hose evil consequences will affect all mankind. International 

relations today~ far from being based on justice and equality, are based on 

injustice, oppression, selfishness, exploitation and the division of the world 

into blocs and military alliances, as well as on the pursuit of domination and 

interference in the internal affairs of States. There are a number of factors 

which do not help to promote confidence among peoples. I might add that some 

major Povrers compete with each other as they increase thei:r: military budgets. 

The United States has deployed its rockets in Europe and its bases in Africa 

and in other countries. In 1978, the United States, together with certain 

European countries, decided to deploy its rockets and revived the idea of 

establishin~ military bases in the Arab homeland in the Mediterranean in particular, 
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and in Africa" Those bases, whose numbers had begun to decrease thanks to 

liberation strug~les, are a source of great concern and are a serious threat to the 

security of those regions 1vhere domination and political, economic and military 

her.:emony are in evidence and there has been a take-.over of the destiny of those 

peoples whose Governments have allowed the installation of such bases. He call 

for the elimination of these bases, especially in the Arab homeland, in the 

Mediterranean and in Africa. 

Among the obstacles to disarmament is the existance of racist regimes in 

South Africa and in occupied Palestine, vrhich enjoy the support of the 

forces of imperialism. Mondale, the Vice~President of the United States, 

said that Israel had received $11 billion in the form of economic assistance 

during President Carter's term of office. In addition, the United States has 

pledged to guarantee Israel's oil supplies, in addition to the military and 

technical assistance and gifts given to Israel. That is not all. There are 

other obstacles and hindrances to disarmament, especially the persistence of 

imperialist nuclear-weapon countries in building up their nuclear arsenals and 

perfecting weapons of mass destruction. On the other hand, they do not seek 

to share their nuclear technology with the countries of the third world to 

help the developing countries to make use of nuclear power for peaceful purposes. 

On the contrary) the nuclear-·weapon countries are trying to take advantage 

of certain privileges provided in disarmament agreements such as the 

Non-·Proliferation Treaty of 1968, and those same countries are not discharging 

their obligations under these ae;reements. They have a monopoly on nuclear 

technology and refuse to transfer it to the countries of the third world. Sometimes 

they resort to the pretext of saying that they a.re trying to stop the 

proliferation of nuclear weapons) yet, at the same time, those countries do not 

limit their o1m nuclear weapons. 
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The exhaustive study on nuclear weapons contained in the Secretary-General's 

report on general and complete disarmament in document A/35/392 of 

12 September 1980 says: 

Published figures indicate, however, that the total may be in excess of 

40,000. In explosive power these warheads are reported to range from about 

100 tons up to more than 20 million tons equivalent of chemical high 

explosive. The largest weapon ever tested released an energy approximately 

4,000 times that of the atomic bomb that levelled Hiroshima." (para. 9) 

Certain major Powers have been pursuing a policy of pressure and threats 

and have been interfering in the territorial waters of other countries by 

sending their ships and military aircraft through these areas. There are 

threats of interference in the internal affairs of the raw-materials exporting 

countries of the third world such as the oil-producing countries, and 

attempts are being made to impose a policy on these countries that would 

permit the Powers involved to appropriate the raw materials and impose the 

prices that suit them for certain essential products such as wheat. 

These acts committed by certain major Powers and a feeling of insecurity 

force the countries of the third world to strengthen themselves militarily 

in order to cope with the policy of interference and to protect their 

independence and natural resources, and this naturally is to the detriment 

of their economic and social development. 

Notwithstanding the fact that the responsibility for peace and security 

rests with all the countries of the world, the major Powers and, in 

particular, the nuclear-weapon countries, must bear the primary responsibility. 

Disarmament must take place by stages, beginning with nuclear disarmament 

and then must follow the elimination of weapons of mass destruction which 

cause unnecessary suffering. We stress the importance of the contents of 

the Final Document of the tenth special session of the General Assembly 

devoted to disarmament convened on the initiative of the non-aligned 

countries. '•Te also stress the importance of the role played by the Committee 

on Disarmament which has held this year about 100 formal and informal 
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meetings dealing with disarmament questions. l·le further stress the 

importance of the role of the Disarmament Commission. 

General Assembly resolution 34/75 proclaiming the 1980s as the Second 

Disarmament Decade was an appropriate step in promoting general awareness 

in the international community and drawing attention to the dangers of the 

arms race and its negative effects. In this area I should like to state 

that ~y country, in keeping with its desire to see peace reign and to prevent 

the danger of nuclear weapons, has signed the Non-Proliferation Treaty, 

as well as an agreement with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 

with a view to applying the peace guarantees it offers in Libya which relate 

to the Non-Proliferation Treaty. At this juncture we wish to stress the 

danger of Israel's acquisition of nuclear weapons and the dangers posed by 

nuclear weapons in South Africa. Co~operation between South Africa and 

Israel in this field, 1..re should stress, is a great danger to the African and 

Arab peoples and to peace in the world in general. 

In conclusion, we should like to express the hope that this Committee 

and other bodies concerned with disarmament will help to achieve the noble 

objectives of the international community. 
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Mr. ADENIJI (Nigeria): Sir, it is a pleasure for me and for my 

delegation to see you, a man of talent and g:.:eat diplomatic skill, presiding 

over the deliberations of the First Committee. Having so recently watched 

you guide our deliberations with such masterful skill in the arduous task of 

elaborating the strategy for the Third United Nations Development Decade, we 

feel that your chairmanship of this Committee is a vivid reminder of the 

close interrelationship existinr between disarmament and development. 

As we are painfully aware today, the decade of the 1970s turned out to 

be neither a decade for disarmament nor one for development, contrary to the 

hopes for disarmament embodied in General Assembly resolution 2602 E (XXIV). 

The threat to the very survival of mankind is underscored by the unbelievable 

accumulation of such a vast quantity of nuclear arsenals that to each man, 

woman and child on earth can be assigned three tons of TNT. According to the 

expert study entitled 1;Comprehensive study on nuclear weapons; 1 submitted 

to the General Assembly in document A/35/392, the total number of nuclear 

warheads in the arsenals of the nuclear Powers may be in excess of 40,000, 

with a total strength of 13,000 million tons of TNT or the equivalent of 

1 million Hiroshima bombs. Simultaneously, the same nuclear-weapon States 

and their allies have embarked on the development, production and accumulation 

of large quantities of conventional weapons. In terms of military expenditure, 

the annual figure at the end of the Disarmament Decade stood at $500 billion, 

compared with only $180 billion spent on armaments in 1970, when the 

Disarmament Decade was supposed to have started, and that figure of $500 

billion for armaments is being spent at a time of great economic difficulties. 

Need I recall, therefore, that, while no constraint is allowed to hinder 

the precipitous race for the accumulation of instruments of death and 

destruction, every international effort for the preservation of life and the 

ensuring of a tolerable level of existence for the great majority of mankind 

that is living in abject roverty is starved of funds. 

The Assembly is quite familiar with the very penetrating remarks in the 

report of the Brandt Corr®ission on the North-South dialogue. Although 

the report was commissioned specifically on international development issues, 

in the introduction to that report ~IT. Brandt himself drew in a vivid 

manner the contrast between the vast expenditure on armaments and the 
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comparatively paltry sum needed to cure much of the 1vorld' s economic 

and social problems - a paltry sum which, of course, cannot be found. 

In December 1979 Mr. Brandt in that introduction 1-rrote the following: 

nThe annual military bill is nmv approaching *450 billion, 

while official development aid accounts for less than 5 per cent of 

this fic;ure. 01 

He vent on to give the follow-ing examples of what could be done with a very 

insignificant part of the amount spent on arms: 
11The military expenditure of only half a day 1-rould suffice 

to finance the whole malaria eradication proe;ramme of the \'lorld Health 

Organization and less would be needed to conquer river blindness, which 

is still the scourge of millions. 

:
1A modern tank costs about $1 million; that amount could improve 

storage facilities for 100,000 tons of rice and thus save 4,000 tons 

or more annually. The same sum of money could provide 1,000 classrooms 

for 30,000 children. 
11 For the price of one jet fighter 11 

- vThich he estimated as $20 million -
01 one could set up about 40,000 villae;e pharmacies . 

. :One-half of one per cent of one year's >mrld military expenditure 

would pay for all the farm equipment needed to increase food production 

and approach self-sufficiency in food-deficit lmv-income countries by 1990. •: 

Then he noted rather significantly: 
11 Could one be content to call something a new world economic order 

if it did not include major progress towards disarmament?'' 

Another member of the Brandt Commission, Mr. Shridath Ramphal, Secretary

General of the Commonwealth, in an inspiring statement on 23 October 1980 at 

the conunencement of Disarmament Heel>: referred to another aspect of the relationship 

betw·een disarmament and development. He said: 

;
1The extent of misuse of the world's resources, the contradiction 

between human needs and response, bears repetition. Hilitary expenditure 

now exceeds the total income of all the people - more than 2 billion -· 

in 37 low-income countries, including China. In effect, the developed 
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countries of East And 1lest spend annually on arms some 0365 for every one 

of their citizens - an amount substantially higher than the average annual 

income of people in low-income countries. They spend on the means of 

destruction more than billions of the world's poorest spend each year on 

the means of survival. 11 

At the beginnin~ of the third United Nations development decade, the amount 

spent on official development assistance (ODA) is only *20 billion or a mere 

4 per cent of annual military spending. At the same time, vThich is also the 

beginning of the Second Disarmament Decade, the world is confronted -vrith a tense 

situation in which international peace and security are threatened from many sides 

with the resulting prospect of a further intensification of the arms race amonG 

the major military Powers. The grossly increased international tension has 

affected disarmament negotiations in a way which further demonstrates the 

irrationality of the accumulation of weapons"' for, if peace and security can 

be guaranteed only by military arsenals, then there is already enouGh in the 

possession of the major military Pmrers to ensure their security. Indeed, it is 

clear now, as it was two years ago when the General Assembly held its first 

special session on disarmament, that, according to its Final Document: 
1:Enduring international peace and security cannot be built on the 

accumulation of weaponry by military alliances nor be sustained by a precarious 

balance of deterrence or doctrines of strategic superiority. Genuine and 

lastin~ peace can onlY be created through the effective implementation of the 

security system provided for in the Charter of the United Nations and the speedy 

and substantial reduction of arms and armed forces, by international agreement 

and mutual example, leading •.. to general and complete disarmament under 

effective international control. 11 (resolution 8··10/2, para. 13) 

Happily -· even if no result has yet been acldeved. -·· l·rillingness to return to 

neGotiations rather than confrontation has of late been sho1m by the major 

nuclear->reapon States. 'Vle vrelcome the dialogue begun by the United States and the 

USSR aimed at working out ground rules for future negotiations on tactical nuclear 

weapons as part, perhaps, of future SALT negotiations. The accumulation and 
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concentration of nuclear w·eapons in Europe and the plan for modernization and 

further deployment of a ne-F generation of nuclear weapons in this region pose 

further extreme danger to -vrorld peace and security, for they can only signal a 

fresh round in the nuclear arms race at a time when the world yearns for measures 

of nuclear disarmament. It is, hovrever, not enough to resume talks about 

negotiations. Practical steps have to be taken in demunst:ration of the commitment 

of the tuo super-Povrers to reach agreements quickly and to implement them. 
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In that connexion the non-ratification of the SALT II agreement is a 

matter of great concern to my delegation, as it is to other delegations. T~en 

it welcomed the signing of the agreement last year the international community 

~enerally pointed out the very slow pace at which it had been negotiated as 

well as its limited scope. Indeed~ it was generally pointed out that SALT II 

was not a disarmament measure, but a measure that derived its value from its 

promise of providing the basis for future far reaching agreement on an actual 

reduction of strategic nuclear \·reapons and, hopefully? on a reduction of 

tactical nuclear weapons as well. If therefore such a preliminary or tentative 

agreement is not brought into force throur;h failure to ratify it the 

question will arise as to what will be the fate of any real agreement on 

nuclear disarmament. Negotiations in good faith imply an undertaking to 

implement the results achieved. The General Assembly of the United Nations, 

whose forum was used by the SALT negotiators to obtain the stamp of approval 

of the international community on their limited achievement~ has a duty to 

ensure that the commitment undertaken in SALT II does not fade away with the 

applause conjured up in the General Assembly. 

The stagnation in the SALT process has of course typified the stagnation 

in the wider area of nuclear disarmament. The hope that the sole Elultilateral 

ne~otiating organ - the Committee on Disarmament - would actively commence 

negotiations on that priority item of its agenda was not fulfilled, owing 

obviously to the strong opposition of some nuclear-weapon States. Apart from 

the directive contained in paragraph 50 of the Final Document of the special 

session of the General Assembly devotedto disarmament, significant initiatives 

were submitted to the Committee on Disarmament by the socialist States and 

by the delegation of India. Thus the Committee had sufficient materials to 

enable it to comraence negotiations in a working group. Unfortunately, such a 

development was blocked, and now the international community is being persuaded 

again that a nuclear war is conceivable, can be survived ana can even be vron. 

The doctrine of flexible and limited response can only lead to a sense of false 

security~ hinder the commencement of active negotiations aimed at nuclear 

disarmament and increase the danger of the total destruction that a nuclear war 

will cause. It is a doctrine that must be exposed before it becomes part of 

conventional wisdom. 
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A nuclear war between two nuclear-weapon States,and in particular between 

the two su~Pr-rowers,cannot be confined or limited. It should constantly be 

seen for what it would really be; a total nuclear war that, in the words of 

the comprehensiv0 study on nuclear weapons, is "the highest level of human 

madness". 

The surprising disregard shown by the nuclear-weapon States for the urgency 

of steps to remove the threat of nuclear weapons has had as its most recent 

effect the failure of the Second Review Conference of Parties to the Nuclear 

Non-Proliferation Tree.ty. It may be too early to assess the total impact of 

the failure of ·the Second Review Conference. It is obvious, however 9 that the 

hope of attracting more non-nuclear-weapon States~ particularly the 

significant ones, to the Treaty will, in the immediate future at least, be 

unable to be fulfilled. If the nuclear-weapon Sta-tes parties to such a Treaty - a 

very important element in the ree;ime of non--proliferation - show patent 

unwillingness to discharge the obligation they assun1ed, then they have to 

bear the responsibility for helping to sustain the criticism of States 

that are not parties to the Treaty that that Treaty is elitist and 

discriminatory. The nuclear-weapon States parties to the Treaty have thereby 

ensured that the Treaty will hardly be totally effective. 

Thus FlY delegation is further convinced, as we have already said on 

several previous occasions, that non-proliferation in the 1980s cannot be 

sustained by great reliance as in the past on the Non~Proliferation Treaty. 

It is clearer than ever to my delegation that an alternative multilateral 

instrmnent will have to be concluded urgently that will prevent both 

horizontal and vertical proliferation and enable countries that find the 

1\Ton--J'rolifF-:rRtion Treaty objectionable to undertake lep.:ally bind1.nr: 

international commitments against the proliferation of nuclear \veapons. 

The conclusion of such a treaty on the complete cessation of nuclear

vreApon tests hF•s f,>r lonr: been considerecl. thF- most urgent task before 

the multilHterFJl negotiating organ, yet the report of the Committee shows that 

it \vas not able to take the preliminary step needed for effective negotiation 

of that priority item. 
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In the 1980 session of the Committee on Disarmament members of the Group 

of 21 presented two proposals and made at least three statements on the 

necessity of setting up vrithout dt:-lay an ~9:. ho~ working p::roup to 

negotiate the prohibition of all nuclear-test explosions by all States 

for all time. My deleBation and other delegations within the Committee have 

even suggested areas of a proposed comprehensive test ban on which an ad hoc 

working Broup could usefully initiate preliE1in;-1ry negotiations. It is a 

matter for regret that such positive initiatives were not taken up by the 

Committee. 

The only major development on this question this year is the report of 

the trilateral negotiators submitted to the Committee towards the end of its 

session on 31 July 1980 find contained in document CD/130. Hhen compared with 

the tripartite reports of previous years the report does represent a major 

step forward in vrork towards a comprehensive test-ban treaty. It is the view 

of my delegation that the report can facilitate the primary responsibility of 

the Committee on Disarmament in elaborating· such a trE'aty. In past years vre 

have always requested the tripartite negotiators to present a structured 

report. For the first time they have attempted to present their report in such a 

form. 

Nevertheless the insistence by the trilateral neBotiators that their 

restricted negotiations represent the best forum for this item suggested an 

insensitivity to the demand for the multilateral negotiation of this important 

subject. Perhaps one positive result can still be Sfllvap::ed from the Second 

Review Conference of Parties to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty in that 

respect; perhaps the trilateral negotiators, who are also the depositaries of 

the Non-Proliferation Treaty~ will reaffirm their agreement to multilateral 

negotiation of a comprehensive test--ban treaty at the next session of the 

Committee on Disarmament. Such a reaffirmation, reflected in the dr~ft 

resolution that will be adopted in this Committee, will facilitate the setting 

up of a vrorking group at the beginning of the 1981 session of the Committee on 

Disarmament. It will Y1.A.ke possiblP thP cor•lpletion of :-1 comprehensivt: ·test-ban 

treaty in line with the priority envisaged in the activities for the Second 

Disarmament Decade. 
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F'or those lvho are ahrays unwilling to commit themselves to a rigid 

tinetable, I hope that the danger of delay in this particular case will 

overcome their reluctance, othervtise the possibility is very real that while 

the necessary political vrill that alone obstructs the conclusion of a 

cc;m:orPhensi v~ test--ban treaty is being vrithheld) South Africa 1vill formally 

join the nuclear club and unleash a nuclear arms race on the continent of 

Africa. 
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At the thirty-fourth session of the General Assembly last year, the 

report that South Africa might have detonated a nuclear explosion in the 

South Atlantic area became public knowledge. Since South Africa was kno'Wil 

to have made preparations for conducting such a test in the Kalahari desert 

in 1977, my delegation took the initiative of calling for a thorough 

investigation of the reported explosion. He did so fully conscious of the 

danger to the peace and security of the Afriean continent which the South African 

nuclear programme had posed all along and to which we had called attention. 

A regime which by its policy of apartheid has made itself the outcast of the 

international community is capable of any irrational act, including the use 

of threat of use of nuclear weapons to protect its criminal policy of 

apartheid. 

In keeping with operative paragraph 4 of resolution 34/76 B, the 

Secretary-General has submitted a comprehensive report on South Africa's 

plan and capability in the nuclear field. I wish to pay a tribute to the 

Secretary-General and to the Assistant Secretary-General in charge of the 

Disarmament Centre for their dedication in ensuring that the report was 

prepared with the urgency which it deserves. I also wish to convey my 

delegation's gratitude to the experts who assisted the Secretary-General 

in preparing the report. 

The painstaking assessment of South Africa's nuclear capability fully 

confirmed the fears of my delegation that South Africa has a nuclear 

weapon capability, which it has developed with, unfortunately, the 

collaboration of a good number of countries. The 

Secretary-General's report states: 
11Discovery of a reported nuclear vreapon test site in the 

Kalahari desert in 1977 strongly suggests that preparation for a 

nuclear explosive test was under way in South Africa in 1977. The 

event of 22 September 1979, without a scientifically indisp~table 

explanation, further strengthened suspicions in the world community 

of South Africa's plans and intentions. By August 1977, South Africa 

could have had sufficient material to make a fission bomb, and by 

mid-1979 it could have produced sufficient weapon grade uranium for 

at least a few nuclear weapons. n (_A_n5JJ!!.]_2_:L paE_a.~-§~) 
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Thus, even if doubts have been cast on the test of 22 September 1979 -
there have been quite a number of disputes as to the exact origin of the 

signals that were picked up by the American satellite - jt has 

nevertheless been sho1m that South Africa possesses the capability of 

conducting such a test. In addition, the Secretary-General's report 

observed that though the initial presumption that there had been a nuclear 

explosion by South Africa or any other country in the South Atlantic area 

had not been substantiated, it had not been fully disproved either. 

Indeed, the lack of persuasive corroborative evidence may reflect not 

that no explosion occurred but that South Africa tested a nuclear device 

and went to great pains, which is possible, to cover its tracks. 

Particular attention must be paid to the salient conclusions 

drawn in the report: 

nThe diplomatic and political costs of South African acquisition and 

deployment of nuclear weapons would be high, and quite possibly disastrous, 

if those weapons were ever used. Nevertheless, desperate to preserve 

the aEartheid system, South Africa's leaders may eschew a rational 

weighing of costs and gains. Instead, they might try to justify the 

acquisition of nuclear weapons as a last resort to attempt to preserve 

white supremacy by intimidating neighbouring countries or as a device 

to demoralize black South African and, conversely, to buttress the morale 

of tr..e white population.'; (ibid., para. 89) 

"The proliferation of nuclear weapons to any country is a matter 

of serious concern to the world. The introduction of nuclear weapons 

to the African continent, and particularly in such a volatile region as 

southern Africa, not only would be a severe blow to 1-:orldvide efforts 

at non-proliferation but also would upset many years' efforts to spare 

the African continent from the nuclear arms race and to make it a 

nuclear-weapon-free zone. Judgements of the consequences of that 

development only can be pessimistic. 11 ibid., para. 92) 

Finally, the report contained a very pertinent recommendation: 
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" ••• bearing in mind the unrelenting action of the United Nations 

in condemning the policies and practices of South Africa's apartheid 

regime, and in particular the recent imposition by the Security Council 

of an arms embargo and its call for cessation of co-operation in 

developing nuclear weapons, it is still the primary responsibility 

of the Members of the United Nations and of the international co~nunity 

as a whole to continue to follow closely South Africa's activity in 

this field and to take whatever necessary action aimed both at the 

eradication of apartheid and the prevention of further proliferation 

of nuclear weapons. 11 (jpj_d ... par_a~) 

The lessons to be drawn from the Secretary-General's report on the 

nuclear capability of South Africa ought to be reflected in the decisions of tbe 

General Assembly and in its consideration of all the aspects of the challenge to 

the international community which South Africa has always posed. That is the 

great contribution that can be made by this session towards the strengthening 

of the security of African countries. 

In another expert report submitted by the Secretary-General containing 

the study on all aspects of regional disarmament, the intimate link between 

national security and regional conditions has been clearly emphasized. 'l'he 

experts stated in their report: 

"For the great majority of States, the perceived threats to their 

security and the need for military preparedness is primarily connected 

with conditions in their ovm region. Some of the problems which stand 

in the way of progress in disarmament are therefore regional in nature. tr 

(A/35/416. para. 136) 

At the appropriate time, my delegation will draw the well-merited 

attention of the First Committee to that important study on regional aspects 

of disarmament. For the present, I shall refer only to the pertinent remarks 

of the experts on the hindrance to progress on an important regional 

initiative - the denuclearization of Africa. The experts stated: 
11The progressive consideration by OAU of the modalities for 

implementing the Declaration on the Denuclearization of Africa has in 

the past three years been jeopardized by reports on a South African 
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nuclear weapons programme. At the tenth special session of the General 

Assembly devoted to disarmament, the reported preparations by South 

Africa in the summer of 1977 to test a nuclear weapon were given 

serious consideration, both in its regional aspect as a danger to the 

African continent, and in its global aspect as an imminent proliferation 

of nuclear weapons and a severe threat to the nuclear non-proliferation 

regime as it existed." (ibid., para. 95) 

Obviously, therefore, more effective steps will have to be taken to remove 

the potent threat posed by the South African nuclear programme if the 

contribution to international non-proliferation efforts implicit in the 

denuclearization of Africa is to be fully realized. 

The commemoration of Disarmament vTeek is another reminder of the long road 

ahead. Very little progress has been made in any of the constituent parts of 

the international disarmament programme. Whether in the area of nuclear 

disarmament, to which I have devoted a substantial part of my statement 

today, or in the effort to prohibit the development, production and stockpiling 

of all chemical weapons and ensure their destruction; whether in the~prevention of 

the development of weapons of mass destruction or in the reduction of military 

expenditures; whether in the creation of zones of peace or in prcmotion of 

the inter-relationship between disarmament and development, very little 

progress indeed has been made. 

The disappointment of the past, however, must not be allow·ed to 

perpetuate itself in the new decade ahead of us. The Declaration of the 

1980s as the Second Disarmament Decade,adopted by the General Assembly at its 

thirty-fourth session on the initiative of my delegation, should not be taken 

as another routine exercise in pious declarations. Rather a set of result

oriented activities should be adopted so as to ensure discernible progress 

in the course of the decade. The result of the effort of the Disarmament 

Commission in elaborating the elements of the Declaration of the 1980s as 

the Second Disarmament Decade provides us with a step in the right direction. 

At this session the General Assembly, therefore, should consolidate the 

agreement which was almost concluded in the Disarmament Commission on the 

activities envisaged during the Decade. 
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It is particularly important that the follow·ing measures be completed not 

later than the second special session devoted to disarmament,scheduled for 1982: 

a comprehensive programme of disarmament; ratification of SALT II and progress 

towards SALT III; a comprehensive nuclear test ban treaty; a treaty on the 

prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of all chemical 

-vreapons and on their destruction; a treaty on the prohibition of the develor:ment, 

production and use of radiological weapons; the conclusion of a binding 

international legal instrument to assure non-nuclear-weapon States against the 

use or threat of use of nuclear weapons; and agreement on negotiations on nuclear 

disarmament in the Committee on Disarmament. 

As an important milestone during the Disarmament Decade, the second special 

session, in 1982, should give an impetus to further negotiations leading to 

agreements on nuclear disarmament, on conventional weapons and armed forces, 

on confidence-building measures and on the diversion of resources from the 

unproductive arms race towards social and economic development through 

measures of disarmament and through the reduction of military expenditures. 

I shall have the opportunity during the course of our work to go into 

more detail on these various issues. In the meantime, it is gratifying that I 

can conclude this statement on a note of optimism. The United Nations 

Conference on specific conventional w·eapons which met in Geneva from 15 Septe:rnber 

to 10 October 1980 achieved results which should convince us all in this 

Committee that given the necessary political will progress can be made in 

the many areas where negotiations have reached deadlock. Fo~ in the final 

analysis, it was the ivill of participants to achieve results that turned -vrhat 

seemed like another abortive negotiation into a successful Conference. The 

Conference adopted a Convention on Prohibitions or Restrictions of Use of Certain 

Conventional Heapons which may be Deemed to be Excessively Injurious or to have 

Indiscriminate Effects and three Protocols: on non-detectable fragments, on 

mines and booby traps and on incendiaries. 
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While no disarmament measure is involved, it is pertinent to point out that 

no other such restriction on the use of weapons in warfare as is contained in 

the Protocols has been agreed upon in the last 50 years. Moreover, the 

particular significance of the main Convention lies in the provision which it 

makes for further progress in the development of international law permitting 

the further prohibition or restriction of use of more categories of specific 

conventional weapons, as well as the expansion of the scope of the existing 

Protocols. I commend the Convention and the Protocols to all delegations for 

recommendation to their Governments. 

Finally, let me join you, Mr. Chairman, in recognizing, as you did at the 

beginning of the work of this Committee, the presence among us of the 20 young 

men and women who are the recipients of this year's fellowships on disarmament. 

They are the second group in the chain of activists for disarmament which the 

programme is expected to create. According to the report of the Secretary

General, the enthusiasm which the programme has generated in many foreign 

ministries, judging by the number of applicants from among whom the Secretary

General had to select the 20 recipients, is cause for great satisfaction. The 

Nigerian delegation's perception of a gap that needed to be filled in disarmament 

negotiations was the main motivation for proposing the fellowships programme at 

the first special session devoted to disarmament. The annual outlay by the 

General Assembly may well prove to be some of the Organization's most productive 

expenditure. 

Mr. PETROVSKY (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation 

from Russian): The Soviet delegation has already had an opportunity to state 

its views on draft resolution A/C.l/35/L.l, entitled "Certain urgent 

measures for reducing the danger of war." The proposals contained in the 

framework of this new Soviet initiative are the minimum necessary to 

put an end to the dangerous trend towards increased international tension 

which has recently become evident in inter-state relations because of the 
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imperialist forces, which do not want to accept today's realities or to take 

account of the balance of power that has been created in the world. The range 

of measures proposed by the Soviet Union to reduce the danger of war do not 

require complicated and lengthy talks or a technical study of the questions. 

Only the political will of States is required for their implementation~ the 

desire to return to normal peaceful coexistence and to revive mutually 

advantageous co-operation. We are convinced, therefore, that the implementation 

of these important measures would facilitate the achievement of a decision in 

other fields of disarmament and the curbing of the arms race. 

In submitting our proposal on certain urgent measures for reducing the danger 

of war to the General Assembly, the Soviet Union is emphasizing the importance of 

other, more far-reaching measures as well, measures designed to curb the danger 

of war and to move towards real disarmament. Proof of this was the submission by 

the Soviet Union to this session of the General Assembly of a memorandum on 

peace, disarmament and the guarantee of international security, contained in 

document A/35/482. That document does not simply recall proposals previously 

made by the Soviet Union and other countries and United Nations decisions that 

have not yet been implemented; it also contains constructive ideas with regard 

to the improvement of the practical implementation of all substantive aspects of 

the struggle to limit and to halt the arms race. In its approach to disarmament 

problems the Soviet Union has taken into account the fact that at this junction 

between the 1970s and the 1980s, the international situation has become a great 

deal more complicated. That this has happened is the fault of the imperialist 

Powers, which see detente as an obstacle to their aggressive designs. 

The attempts by certain States to demonstrate that the main reason for the 

deterioration of the international climate and the increase in the threat of war 

is the events in Afghanistan represent a gross distortion of the real situation. 

The truth is that the policy of stepping up the arms race and sabotaging detente 

was adopted in imperialist circles long before those events. I would recall 

that in the summer of 1977 the United States issued Presidential Directive 18, 

which proclaimed the beginning of a new period in international relations, 

"Era 2", a period marked by a departure from the policy of detente. 
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Before the Afghanistan events, in May 1978 IIATO adopted a decision re~ardin~ 

the automatic gro-vrth of the military bude;ets of States members of the bloc; 

in December 1979 9 they decided to station new American missiles in Hestern Europe 

aimed at the Soviet Union. I would recall also that, long before the events 

in Afghanistan, the talks on the Indian Ocean -vrere suspended and broken off: 

tall~s on the arms trade and the process of ratification of SALT II w·ere stymied. 

The basis of all those actions by the imperialist Powers Has their desire to 

alter the strategic balance in the world to their advantage. That, I stress, 

is the real reason - not an invented one - for the worsening international 

situation in 'l·rhich we now find ourselves. 

Notwithstanding the continuing attempts by the imperalist and her,emonistic 

Po-vrers to complicate the international situation and increase the threat of var, 

the Soviet Union is deeply convinced that vorld war is not inevitable and that 

it can be staved off, and that in the present-day world there is no sensible 

atlernative to the policy of detente or to efforts to halt the arms race. 

He are also profoundly convinced that the 1980s should become years in 

-vrhich substantial progress is made in the struggle to create a -vrorld -vrithout 

weapons - a w·orld without wars. The Soviet Union vie-vrs the main task of the 

new decade as being to preserve, consolidate and further develop the positive 

achievements of the 1970s in curbing the arms race and making real practical 

rrogress in that field. 

As vras emphasized in the communique of the recently concluded meetin~ of 

the Committee of Foreign Hinisters of States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty of 

20 October this year, the socialist countries are convinced that there are no 

ty:9es of weapons concerning the limitation and elimination of -vrhich agreement 

is impossible, on the basis of mutual advantage and in strict compliance with 

the principle of equality and of equal and undiminished securH.y for all States. 

Obviously, the priority issues in the disarmament field are those of 

halting the nuclear arms race and the non~use of force in international relations. 

It is the nuclear arms race 1-rhich is the greatest dane;er to mankind and to 

the future existence of civilization. That is an incontrovertible fact 0 and 

we can only express our gratitude to the representative of nexico, Ambassador 

Garcia Robles, vrho, on the opening day of the general debate on disarraament 

questions in this Couunittee, thoroughly and convincingly demonstrated this 

vrith facts in hand. 
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As regards the Soviet Union, I vTould recall that back in 19lr6 He took 

the initiative in proposing the conclusion of an international convention 

to prohibit for all time the manufacture and use of atomic w·eapons so that 

the s;reat scientific discoveries implicit in the splitting of the atom mie;ht 

be used exclusively for purposes of increasing the vrell-being of peoples. 

But in response to those proposals by the Soviet Union ~ imbued, as they 

1v-ere, by concern for mankind 1 s future - other Powers which were the prime 

object of these proposals adopted a policy of stepping-up the arms race, in 

the indeed naive hope of retaining their monopoly on that type of weapon of 

mass destruction. As a result, the problem of prohibiting and destroying 

nuclear weapons has become far more complicated. 

This does not mean that the problem cannot be solved. From our point 

of vie1r, the true path to its solution lies in the speedy start of ne~otiations 

on halting the production of all types of nuclear weapons and gradually reducing 

their stockpiles until they are fully eliminated. 

That is precisely 1v-hat the Soviet Union has been striving to do for many 

years. As you lmow 5 together vrith other States of the socialist community, 

the Soviet Union subn1itted to the Committee on Disarmament specific proposals 

ree;ardinc the start of such talks and the way in 1v-hich they should be conducted. 

But because of the negative position taken by a number of States members of 

the North Atlantic Treaty Ors;anization (NATO) - in particular, the United States 

and also China, it has not proved possible to start constructive talks, or 

even, at least, to start consultations with the ail12 of starting the talks. \!hile 

we appreciate the complexities of the problem of nuclear disarmament, we do 

feel that we cannot be taken in by those who are reluctant even to discuss the 

matter. Huclear weapons have been created by people 1 and people can and should 

find a way of saving mankind from the catastrophe involved in the threat of the 

use of nuclear weapons. And this must be done as soon as possible~ before 

it is too late. 
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The Soviet Union ur~ently emphasizes that the elaboration ancl implementation 

of arms limitation measures and nuclear disarmament must go hand in hand vTith 

strengthening the political and international legal guarantees of the security 

of States. The renunciation of the use of force must become an immutable law in 

international life. 

Some important work has already been done in this field, but, as experience 

has sho1vn, it has proven insufficient. That is why the Soviet Union proposed 

in 1976 the elaboration and conclusion of a 1·TOrld treaty on the non-use of force 

in international relations. Indeed, a special body was established within the 

United Nations to elaborate such a treaty. Unfortunately~ the practical vrork 

along those lines over a number of years has not made any progress. Those 

who are hindering that work obviously do not want to renounce the use of force 

or the policy of diktat in their relations vTith independent countries and 

wish to wreck the elaboration of such a treaty, thus placing themselves 

at odds with the overwhelming majority of States of the world. 

Obstacles have been placed in the way of implementation of other decisions 

taken on the initiative of the Soviet Union at the United Nations aimed at 

strengthening the political and legal guarantees of the States of the world. In 

1947, for example~ the General Assembly adopted a resolution prohibiting 

~-rar propaganda, in whatever form it might appear. Nevertheless, to this very 

day in many countries, aggressive propaganda, as vrell as chauvinistic and 

expansionistic propaganda" is being spread. 

In this respect , vre cannot overlook the adoption by the United States , 

in August of this year, of Presidential Directive 59, aimed at creating the 

illusion among peoples of the admissibility and possibility of nuclear war. 

1':1hat is that, if not obvious war propaganda elevated to the status of official 

military strategy? This dangerous turn of events once again shm-rs quite 

convincingly the decisive importance, for reducing the threat of nuclear war, 

of halting the further growth of the strategic nuclear arsenals of States 

and the subsequent unsvrervinc; quantitative reduction and qualitative limitation 

of strategic nuclear-weapon systems. 
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As representatives know, throughout the 1970s important progress was 

achieved in this direction. Following the conclusion in 1972 of the treaty 

limiting anti-missile defence systems and provisional agreements on certain 

measures in the field of limiting strategic offensive weapons (SALT I), 

the Soviet Union and the United States in June 1979 signed the strategic 

arms limitation treaty (SALT II), which was a measure for realistic 

disarmament and was to have become the next important step limiting the 

strategic arms race. But that treaty has not yet been put into force, 

and it is well known who bears responsibility for this situation. 

As for the Soviet Union, it, as heretofore, is prepared to take part 

in the process of limiting and reducing strategic weapons in strict 

ccmpliancewith the principle of equality and equal security. The Soviet 

Union is prepared to ratify SALT II and to implement all its provisions, 

if the United States of America acts in the same way. But we should be 

quite clear about the serious damage that would be done to the cause of 

peace and further efforts to avert nuclear war if the implementation of 

SALT II is wrecked by the American side. 

With regard to efforts to limit the arms race in its most dangerous 

field, the nuclear field, I should like to draw the attention of Member 

States to another problem requiring immediate solution. The Soviet 

Union, as representatives know 9 has repeatedly and insistently raised 

the question of the need for elaborating measures to prevent the possibility 

of sudden attack. Today, in conditions marked by the arms race, not 

only a quantitative but also a qualitative arms race, this question is 

becoming even more important. As was emphasized in the memr::rand.1:m that 

I mentioned before - the problem of preventing unauthorized or accidental 

use of nuclear weapons is still very acute; the importance of this has 

been pointed out several times by the Soviet Union. Recent events 

connectedwith the repeated sounding of a false nuclear alarm among the 

military forces of the United States of .!\merica induce troubled thoughts. 

The present discussion on problems of disarmament in the First Committee 

reaffirms this. The Soviet Union is ready for a serious and responsible discussion 

of these problems on a multilateral and bilateral basis and is ready to co-operate 

in any measures aimed at preventing the danger of a sudden or unauthorized 

emergence of a nuclear war. 
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The Soviet Union considers it important to conduct a meticulous search for 

partial decisions which could limit the arms race and cut off the channel for its 

deployment one by one. Thus, on the initiative of the Soviet Union and 

with its active participation, important international agreements have been 

concluded to prohibit nuclear-weapon tests in three enviror~ents: 

the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons, the non-stationing of nuclear 

weapons in ~uter space, the sea-bed and the ocean floor. Obviously~ those 

agreements create a basis for further progress towards limiting and halting 

the nuclear arms race. 

Today, in view of efforts that have been made in this field, the 

question of a general and ccmplete ban on nuclear-weapon testing is 

of particular importance. In the mid-l970s a certain amount of pro~ress 

was made in resolving this important question: tripartite talks were 

started with the participation of the Soviet Union, the United States of 

America, and the United KingdQn. In trying to ensure speedy pro~ress to provide a 

mutually acceptable agreement~ the Soviet Union took important steps to 

accommodate its partners in those talks. The constructive efforts made by 

our country created all the conditions needed so that given the corresponding 

goodwill of the other sides in the talks we could reach agreement without 

delay. But now the United States and the United Kingdom are obviously 

pursuing a policy to hold up the talks, reneging in a number of cases 

on the proposals that they made before; but, in the meantime, the tests 

go on. 

We are profoundly concerned at the fact that China conducted another nuclear 

explosion in the atmosphere on 16 October 1980, threatening a large area 

of the earth with radioactive contamination and reaching as far as the 

American continent. The size of that explosion was reported yesterday in 

The New York Times in its 11Letters frcm readers" column in a section under a very 

typical heading where Richard Licoff, Professor of Applied Physics at Cornell 

University, mentioned the fact that the radioactive fallout from China was not 

that harmless. 
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He said: 

(spoke in English) 
1'0ne >·reek after the Chinese atmospheric nuclear test on 

March 14~ 1978, radiation levels measured in Syracuse, N.Y., 

rose to 10 times the normal value. In Denver and in Cheyenne, 

Tt!yo. , the levels rose to 30 times the normal value. 

r'iie may expect a sharper rise in radiation levels to occur 

in the United States as a result of the latest Chinese atmospheric 

nuclear test, on Oct. 16, estimated to be at least 10 times 

stronger than the 1978 blast" .. 11 (The New York Times, October 26, 1980_, 

p. 18 E) 

(continued in Russian) 

In an attempt to reduce the danger of war and provide another impetus to 

the talks on a general and complete ban on nuclear-weapon testing, the 

Soviet Union has proposed at the present session that all - and I stress 11allr1 
_ 

the nuclear Powers should declare an annual moratorium on all nuclear 

explosions. This step would obviously have a positive influence on 

international efforts being made to prohibit nuclear-weapon testing. 

He note with satisfaction that the Soviet proposal has been welcomed with 

interest by many delegations, but we must recognize that the proposal was 

obviously not to the liking of those who use any pretext to try to avoid 

taking concrete steps in the field of limiting the nuclear arms 

race. 
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As we have learned rrom many :years of experience~ one of the favourite 

pretexts is the question of verification. Thus, vre are not surprised at the 

attempts of certain vJestern delegations to make out that at this particular 

stage the moratorium proposed by the USSR cannot help, b~t will on the contrary 

prevent or impede agreement on a general and complete ban on nuclear weapons 

testing because it does not provide for verification procedures. These 

argm1ents are obviously far-fetched. Practice shows that a moratorium, by 

its nature, does not require verification procedures. And how cculd it impede 

a eeneral and complete ban on nuclear weapons testing - especially as it 

was stated in the Secretary-General 1 s study on a comprehensive nuclear test 

ban that 

;;Verification of compliance no longer seems to be an obstacle to reachinG 

agreement 11 (A/35/257. para. 154). 

So what is the matter? It is obviously not a matter of any fear 

that a moratorimn might hamper speedy agreement on a treaty on the 

general and complete banning of nuclear weapons tests, but is rather 

to do with a lack of political w-ill on the part of certain States to take 

practical steps to reach aGreement on this question. 

Another problem on which the elimination of the threat of nuclear 

war depends to a large extent is the prevention of the proliferation of 

nuclear weapons. There can be no doubt in anyone's mind about the threat 

to the world posed by the emergence of nuclear weapons, in particular to 

countries which are situated in regions where there is an increased danger of war 

and among other States which are trying to acquire nuclear weapons for 

a(3gressive purposes. In trying to promote the strengthening of the 

non-proliferation regime, the Soviet Union stated in 1978 that it would 

never - and I stress never ·· use nuclear weapons a,sainst States which renounce<.1 

the acquisition and production of such weapons and did not possess 

them on their territory. He proposed the conclusion on that basis of an 

international convention to strengthen the security Guarantees for non-nuclear 

countries. In that proposal entitled "Ure;ent measures for reducing the danger 

of war" the Soviet Union expressed its readiness, given the same readiness by 

the other nuclear Powers, to examine other possible ways of resolving the 

problem of strengthening the security e;uarantees for non-nuclear States. 
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The main point is strengthening the security guarantees for non-·nuclear States. 

The Soviet Union is also in favour of reaching agreement on the non-stationing 

of nuclear weapons on the territories of States not at present possessing 

such weapons. Such an agreement could envisage a simple, clear obligation 

undertaken by the nuclear Powers not to station nuclear weapons on the 

territories of countries not yet possessing such weapons irrespective of 

vrhether those countries have alliances with any of the nuclear States. 

Through the provisions of resolution 34/87 C, the necessary preparatory 

work has already been done in the United Nations to resolve the problem in 

practical terms. The present session of the General Assembly, to our mind, 

would be acting correctly if it were to take the next step in this direction, 

for example 1 calling upon the Committee on Disarmament to start talks without 

delay on the drafting of an international agreement on the non-stationing 

of nuclear weapons on the territories of States where there are no such 

1•Teapons at present. 

The creation of nuclear lleapon-free zones is an important question in 

the field of nuclear arms limitation and the non-proliferation of nuclear 

weapons. There exist proposals to create nuclear weapon-free zones in many 

re~ions of the world, for example, Africa, the l1iddle East and northern 

Europe. The desire of the States of those regions to preserve their peoples 

from the threat of involvement in a nuclear conflict deserves full support. 

That precisely is the position of the Soviet Union and, as members know, 

in 1978 it signed and ratified Adc1 it ional Protocol II to the Treaty 

for the Prohibition of Nuclear Heapons in Latin America. 

vlhile nuclear weapons are very danc;erous, they are not the only ones 

in the arsenal of weapons of mass destruction. Attempts to limit or ban 

other types of weapons of mass destruction have so far led only to one real 

success: in 1972, bacteriologicaJ (biological) and toxin 1reapons were 

prohibited. That is a major success, but it only covers one type of 

vreapon of mass destruction. 

In close co-operation with other States, the Soviet Union made a proposal 

in the early 1970s to conclude an international convention banning the 
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manufacture, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons and the 

destruction of existing stockpiles. Talks have been going on for many 

years on this question, but agreement has not yet been reached. In a 

number of countries, meanwhile, new· types of chemical w·eapons are be inc; 

developed, including those w·ith binary charges and costly prograrrmles for 

expanding the production of these weapons are being undertaken. This is a type of 

weapon which killed or maimed many thousands of people in the First Horld 

Far. 

Ue must be troubled by the attempts of certain countries to make an undue fuss 

about rUlllours concerning their allegations that the Soviet Union and Viet Nam 

have not complied with the Geneva protocol of 1925 • :llio benefits from this 

unrardonable slander? Obviously, those who themselves~ for many years, used 

chemical >·rea pons against the peoples of Indo-China, and -vrho are supplying 

such weapons to the e;angs -vrhich are pourinc; into the territory of Afghanistan 

from abroad. That sland.er is also beinR: used to hir1e frow the public at 

large their own feverish prcgrarrJnes of building up and modernizing their arsenals 

of chemical weapons. And last, but not at all least, it is beine; use(1 to 

undermine the process of elaborating an international convention on the 

banning of chemical 11eapons. 
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The Soviet delegation fully and completely repudiates these malicious 

attempts to cast a slur on the clear consistent policy of the Soviet State 

and fraternal Viet Nam. As was stated by member of the Politburo of the 

Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, the Minister 

for Foreign Affairs of the USSR Andrei A. Gromyko, in his address during the 

general debate of the present session of the General Assembly: 

"But in the contest between truth and deception, truth has always 

been victorious sooner or later. The Soviet Union has not violated 

one single international agreement and it does not intend to do so". 

(A/35/PV.6 y. 53-55) 

The Soviet Union consistently advocates excluding the possibility of 

adding new types and and systems of mass destruction to the arsenals of 

States. We must, however, take note of the fact that the solution to this 

important problem has not made any progress because of the negative position 

adopted by certain States which, obviously, would like to retain for themselves 

the possibility of creating basically new means of annihilation, clearly 

banking on changing the strategic balance of power to their own advantage. 

The adventuristic nature of such plans is so obvious, as, indeed, is the 

fact that they are in vain. 

In advocating a comprehensive ban on new types and systems of weapons 

of mass destruction, the Soviet Union is prepared at the same time to 

reach agreement on prohibiting individual new types of such weapons. First 

and foremost I run referring to neutron weapons, the threat of whose emergence 

in the arsenals of States is increasing. 

The Soviet side has stated that the Soviet Union would not embark 

upon the production of neutron weapons if the Unit$d St~te~ also did 

not do so. That position of the USSR remains valid and at the present time 

relates to the possibility that the neutron weapon will emerge in the 

arsenal of any other State. The USSR, however, still considers that the best 

solution would be to ban the neutron weapon under a treaty, using as a basis 

the draft international convention submitted by the socialist countries 

regarding the banning of the production, stockpiling and deployment and use 

of that weapon of mass destruction. 
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In the Committee on Disarmament, as Members know, work is going on to 

draft a treaty on the banning of one type of weapon of mass destruction~ 

namely, the radiological weapon, that is, a weapon which strikes living 

organisms as a result of radioactive radiation caused by non-explosive 

disintegration of radioactive material. The USSR does not see any reason 

why that work could not be completed in the very near future. The present 

session of the General Assembly could call on the Committee on Disarmament 

to complete its work without delay on the draft treaty on the banning of 

radiological weapons. 

At the various stages in talks on disarmament the question of reducing 

armed forces and conventional weapons has been taken up on an all-round basis. 

Soon after the end of the Second World Har, in 1948, the Soviet Union 

introduced a proposal in the United Nations that, together with the 

ban on nuclear weapons, States permanent members of the Security Council 

should in the course of a year substantially reduce their land, naval and 

air forces. The USSR and other States of the Warsaw Treaty made further 

concrete proposals on the questions of reducing armed forces and conventional 

weapons of States, particularly major States. 

However, so far there has been no progress in resolving that issue. 

Certain major Powers have even refused to start serious negotiations on this 

score. That is why the Soviet Union considers it necessary to reaffirm 

the continuing validity of its proposals, which were put forward two years 

ago, to stop the production of new types of conventional weapons with great 

destructive power and to reach agreement so that States perman~nt members 

of the Security Council and also countries linked by military agreements with 

those countries should undertake not to expand their armies and their 

conventional weapons arsenals. 
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A certain time ago efforts were undertaken to reach agreement on 

limiting the sale and deliveries of conventional weapons which, as Members 

know, account for deals of many billions of dollars and have led to the 

saturation of crisis regions with dangerous means of waging war. At 

the Soviet-American talks of 1978 on this question, the elaboration was 

begun of political, legal and military-technological criteria for 

the admissibility or non-admissibility of deliveries of arms. Reaching 

an agreement seemed to be within the bounds of possibility, but the talks 

were suspended by the American side, which then refused to continue them 

altogether. At the same time, the scale of American arms exports has 

risen sharply, All this runs counter to the interests of peace. 

One of the promising trends of efforts for disarmament is the cessation 

of the arms race on a regional basis. In this context, Europe is of 

particular importance, since it is there that the most numerous and powerful 

armed forces and armaments of the two military-political groupings of States 

are concentrated and confront each other. At the present time there are several 

main routes towards the taking of real steps to reduce military confrontation 

in Europe. On each of them the Soviet Union, in co-operation with other 

socialist States parties tothe Warsaw Treaty, has been acting with initiative 

and in a constructive manner. 

The Soviet Union attaches great importance to the speedy holding of a 

conference on military detente and disarmament in Europe which, at its first 

stage, could start expanding confidence-building measures on the understanding 

that subsequently the conference could deal with harmonized measures to limit 

military activity and reduce armed forces and armaments. An ~nportant role in 

the achievement of general agreement on the holding of the conference and the 

nature of its work will be played by the l1adrid meeting of States members of 

the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe which opens on 

11 November of this year, The Soviet Union staunchly advocates that that 

meeting should be pragmatic and should conclude with positive results on all -

and I stress all - sections of the Helsinki Final Act. 
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1-Iaking progress in the Vienna talks on reducing armed forces and armaments 

in Europe would promote the reduction of military confrontation in Europe 

and progress in the field of disarmament as well. Those talks have now been 

going on for about seven years vTithout any tangible results, and that is 

due to the reluctance of the countries of the North Atlantic Treaty Oreanization 

(NATO) to give their consent to mutually acceptable agreements. Their 

desire to use the talks to give themselves military advantages runs counter 

to the legitimate security interests of the socialist States. Obvious proof 

of this are the proposals made by the llestern partners at the conference table. 

Furthermore, I should like to point out that the proposals made in December 1979 

on a number of important points - which I cannot actually quote here -

in fact disavow previous proposals, which reflects the present policy being pursued 

by the NATO countries si~Znificantl:v to build up their mm military nreparations. 

Nevertheless, the Soviet Union still believes that the possibilities to break 

the impasse in the Vienna talks have not been exhausted and that the concentration 

of troops and armaments in Central Europe can be lowered to everyone's mutual 

advantage without destroying the parity of forces. For that to be possible, 

the \Jestern Povrers should stop claiming any one-sided military advantages and 

shOiv a political will to make a genuine search for co-ordinated decisions. 

A solid basis for agreement in Vienna would be provided by the comprehensive 

proposals of the socialist countries. These compromise proposals envisage a 

reduction, at the first stage, of the troops and armaments of the United States 

and the USSR in Central Europe as well as establishing a clear link, at the 

second stage, nroportionately to their militarv potential, i·rith a reduction of their 

troops and armaments and the attainment, in the final analysis, of a reduction 

of equal collective levels of the strength of armed forces of the NATO and the 

~Tarsavr Treaty countries in that region. 

In July this year the Soviet Union and other socialist countries made 

proposals in Vienna allowinr for speenier progress to be made at the talks there. 

The idea was to cut back, at the first stage, by 13,000 United States troops 

and 20,000 Soviet troops, in addition to the Soviet Union's military contingent of 

20,000 whose withdrawal from the territory of the German Derr:ocratic Republic 

was completed by 1 August this year. Thus the reduction of Soviet troops 
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~-ras virtually 40,000 men, which was 10,000 more than 1rhat -vras envisaged by 

the July 1978 proposal of the socialist countries and the December 1979 

proposal of the l'TATO countries. 

An important step in reducinG; the threat of nuclear -uar and in providing 

a peaceful life for European peoples could he the successful conclusion of the 

practical discussions started in October this year betw·een the Soviet Union and 

the United States of questions dealing -vrith the limitation of nuclear 1-reapons 

in Europe. 

In the opinion of the Soviet Union and the other socialist countries, 

it vwuld be of great significance for strengthenin~ peace - and this has been 

noted in the USSR memorandum - if measures uere taken to reduce military tension 

in the l-ledi terrane an Sea region, which -vrashes the shores of three continents 

of the vorld, Europe, Africa and Asia. On 15 Hay 1980 the States parties to the 

Harsmr Treaty put fonrard in their declaration a broad-based progra:r;lllle of action 

in that direction. It includes extending confidence-building measures to the 

i1iedi terrane an region, reducing armed forces in the region) 1:-ri thdrmral from the 

Mediterranean Sea of military ships carrying nuclear -vreapons and a pledge not 

to station nuclear weapons on the territories of Hediterranean ~uropean and 

non~European non-nuclear--vreapon countries . lie are awaiting the reaction of 

other States concerned to those proposals of ours. 

In recent years the problem of strengthening securitv and reducin,a 

military tension in the Indian Ocean has become particularly relevant in that 

!_")art of the vrorld where peoples that have been freed from colonial domination live. 

The Soviet Union consistently supports the aspirations of those peoples 

to turn their region into a zone of peace where all foreign military bases would 

be eliminated and uhere no one could threaten the security" independence and 

sovereignty of the coastal States. To that end, 1077 and 107R the Soviet Union 

held bilateral talJ\:s vith the United States regarding the limitation and subsequent 

reduction of military activities in the Indian Ocean. But the American side 

broke off those tall~s as uell. The serious builcl-un of its TYJ.ilitary presence 

1n the Indian Ocean now being pursued by the United States and the creation there 

of military bases, in particular the enormous navy and army base on the island 

of Diego Garcia, runs counter to the will of the peoples of that ree;ion of the "~Torld, 

increases tension and creates the threat of dangerous n:tilitary confrontations. 
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Those actions undertaken by the Uni-i.:.ed States are in direct contradiction 

to the proposals adopted by the United Hations to make of the Indian Ocean 

a zone of peace, and renresent a direct threat to the security and independence 

of the coastal countries. 

Allee;ations which are sometimes made that the basis of the tense situation 

in the Indian Ocean region is "r.reat Power rivalrY:·, in which it is claimed that 

the Soviet Union narticinates as well" has nothinf" to fio vrith the real facts. It 

is obviously ~laving into the hands of those who are in fact trvinr, to establish 

their mm diktat in that re{!ion. 

The Soviet Union decisively condemns the militaristic ~olicies of the 

United States in that region and insists that Hashington resume the 

Soviet--American talks which uere broken off regarding the limitation and 

subsequent reduction of military activities in the Indian Ocean. It states that 

it is fully prepared to promote, including at the forthcoming 1981 International 

Conference on the Indian Ocean, the creation of zones of peace, on the 

understanding that the central issue vill be the elimination of foreic;n military 

bases. 

He also support the proposal of the President of the Democratic Republic of 

~1adagascar, Didier Ratsiraka, regarding the holding of a summit conference of 

all countries concerned about preserving peace and security in the Indian 

Ocean region. 

The Soviet Union and the other socialist countries parties to the \varsaH 

Treaty have, in addition, proposed that in the context of the United Nations 

a start be made on the consideration of the question of limiting and reducing 

the levels of military presence and military activities in various regions -

1-rhether in the Atlantic, Indian or Pacific Oceans, the Mediterranean Sea or the 

Persian Gulf - tru~ing into account the interests of peace and securing a 

reliable and unimpeded use of these highly important international sea routes. 

Recent events reaffirm the relevance of the raising of this auestion. 
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rraturally an important :!_)lace in the -vrork of this Committee of the General 

i~ssembly beloncs to the question of startinG; prepars.tory 1mrk for the second 

S2"Jecie~l session of the General Assembly of the United F!ations devoted to 

disarmer'lent. Fe express the hope that the opportunity to participate 

directly in that p:reraratory work vill be n;iven to all 

States that wish to do so. The first special session of the General 

Assembly devoted to clisarc11ament that was held in 1978 ad.ontecl a Final 

Docurnen-c on the l)asis of ceneral ag:;_·eement, a document that is a good foundation 

for reachinc; practical results in the field of disarmament. iJe feel that the 

task of the second special session shoulcl_ be to strive to prcmote the 

implementation of those iHportant decisions. 

The Soviet Union is also in favour of holdinc; a uorld disarHta.in.ent conference 

after the second special session devoted to disarmBll'ent, that cculd take 

effective decisions truly binding on all States. 

Finally I should lil;:e to refer to one of the most sLnple and at the same 

time most effective ways of halting the arms race and movinc; on to disannament 

cu+,tinr; down on military expenditures. The Soviet Union many 

years ar;o favoured the reduction of the military budgets of all States, 

particularly the big Powers. That is our position today as 'vell. The Soviet 

Union is prepared at any time to embark on talks >rith other States that have 

great economic and Llilitary potential, as vell as '·Tith all HE:mber States that 

are permanent members of the Security Council, on the concrete pro:9ortion by 

uhich each militar;y budcet vould be reduced? either in percentage or in 

absolute terms. The Soviet Union is also prepared to try to reach agreement 

on the GJnount of money that vould be granted to increase economic assistance 

to the developing countries by each State that uould reduce its military 

budget. 

He should also be prepared to agree that the monies freed as a result of 

implementinc; measures to lin1it nuclear weapons should be harnessed only for 

p.:::aceful purposes and they could not be used for expenditures under other items 

of military budgets of States. 
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The Soviet Union adopts a hic;hly responsible attitude towards resolvinc; 

:!Jroble;ilS of disarmament. vTe share the concern of the Secretary~General of this 

Or:=anization, l!Ir. ICurt Haldheim, that 

" ... disarmament activities seem to remain larc~ely confined to 

organizational and procedural matters rather ttan substantive ones.;; 

(jl/35/l, p.l2) 

In our opinion the effectiveness of efforts ln the field of disarmament 

ls borne out not by the quantity of resolutions adopted or the nmnber of 

various studies that are made, but by practical matters that are tangible in 

effect. There are no insuperable objective obstacles towards attaininrJ; 

generally acceptable agreement in the field of curbing the arms race and of 

disarnHu11ent. Attempts artificially to link the solution to questions of 

disarmrunent with completely extraneous problems, as the experience of talks has 

shmm us, are nothing more than ruses of those who are not interested 

in real - and I stress real - progress in this major area of the struggle for 

peace and security. The main obstacle - and here I fully agree with what was 

just said by the representative of Nigeria, Ambassador Adeniji - is the lack 

of political w·ill among certai~ States, and that obstacle should be eliminated. 

The 1980s can be a decade of substantial proc;ress in the field of disarmament 

if the States Ilembers of the United Nations and the leaders of all States 

1-rithout exception demonstrate a true feeling of responsibility, goodvrill and 

resolve to reverse the arms race. For that one needs to discard any short-term 

considerations and plans, whether of an internal or external nature. One needs 

to renounce any attempts to try to obtain military strategic superiority. 

One needs to renounce any striving for hegemony on a ~lobal or regional 

scale and realize that the vital interests of all peoples lie in eliminating 

the threat of a nuclear catastrophe and in providing for a peaceful future. 

As was recently stated by the Gene;rcl SecrPt3.r;r of the Central Committee of 

the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, Chairman of the Presidium of the 

Supreme E'loviet of the USSR, Leonid Ilyich Brezhnev: 

;;Nowadays there cannot be a foreign policy that is more moral, more 

ethical in t:b.e beEt ser:se of that vrord, more near to the hearts and minds of 

people than the policy of peace, detente and curbing the arms race. 11 
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That uas and remains the Leninist foreign policy of peace which has been 

consistently implemented by the Soviet Union regarding matters of disarmament 

as well. 

The CHAI~~T: Before I adjourn the meeting I should like to recall 

that the Comraittee has not yet decided on the deadline for the submission of 

draft resolutions. I intend to discuss that matter with the members of the 

Bureau and submit a recommendation for consideration by the Committee shortly. 

I should like to add, hm.;ever, that those draft resolutions that are 

ready for submission should be presented as soon as possible, especially those 

containin~ financial implications. As I informed the Committee earlier in 

the session, draft resolutions containin~ financial implications must also be 

considered by the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions? 

as 1.rell as by the Fifth Committee, before they can be taken up by the General 

Assembly. It is my hope that those draft resolutions containing financial 

implications can be disposed of early during our consideration of draft 

resolutions so that the requirements needed for their consideration by the 

plenary Assembly can be met. 

The meeting rose at 12.55 p.m. 




